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Hearts for Him Through High School: World History

A Transforming New High School Program Written to Expand Your Horizons...
Young men and women everywhere, ages 14-16 or older, get ready to embark on a worldwide 
history journey that will challenge you to deepen your knowledge, develop your opinions, and 

defend your faith. Written to equip you with the courage and conviction to stand strong in 
this ever-changing world, and to see that with God by your side, truly nothing is impossible!

(11th and 12th grade students can also use this guide by adjusting the 3R’s and science as needed)

Prepare to travel from one end of the earth to the 
other and always be ready for change…a change for better 
or worse…a change of course…a change of scenery…a 
change of direction… or even a change of heart. Get ready 
to unearth the history of Ancient Mesopotamia, Greece, 
China, Egypt, and Israel…to discover the cultures of the 
Incans, Mayans, Phoenicians, and Celts…
to trek through time to witness Christ’s 
ministry, Buddhism in India, and Muhammad 
and Islam…to uncover the atrocities of the 
Crusades, the Battle of Hastings, and the 
Spanish Armada…to meet memorable 
people like John Wesley, Joan of Arc, 
George Handel, and Captain Cook…to 
explore socialism, fascism, communism, 
the Panama Canal, WWI, WWII, and the 
Great Depression…to see the impact 
of electricity, atomic energy, radio, free 
enterprise, fast food, television…and more! 
From place to place, from day to day, from 
hour to hour…let World History be your 
tour guide on this thrilling ever-changing globe-trotting 
adventure!

Hearts for Him Through High School: World History has 
35 engaging units with complete plans organized in two 
sections entitled “Learning Through History” and “Learning 
the Basics”. This dual approach to learning lets you stop 
stressing and start enjoying your year, knowing you have all 
your credits covered. Earn up to 7 credits, including 1 full 
credit in World History, 1 full credit in Bible, ½ - 1 full credit 
in Fine Arts, ½ credit in Health, ½ credit in Spanish, 1 full 
credit in English, 1 full credit in Math, and 1 full credit in 
Science with lab. Simply customize this program by choosing 
whichever packages you need! 

The “Learning Through History” part of the program 
sets you off on an innovative adventure with a cultural view 
of World History. Begin your travels by Unveiling the Kings 
of Israel and following intriguing clues buried in ancient 

cities, monuments, and records. Next, via People, Places, and 
Events of World History, dive into the agriculture, architecture, 
communication, discoveries, dominant personalities, 
education, families, food, government, industry, energy, 
military, religion, sports, and transportation of ancient to 
modern cultures. Experience the events of world history 

afresh with the You Are There! World History 
Audio Collection, and be entertained by 
the history of the English language in King 
Alfred’s English. Put your knowledge to the 
test with Short Lessons in World History 
using timelines, maps, quizzes, and more. 
Pilgrimage through church history with In 
Context: The Stories Behind 70 Memorable 
Sayings in Church History and along the 
way meet Christians whose stirring Trials & 
Triumphs and Courage & Conviction changed 
the face of the Christian church forever! 
Finally, sharpen your Critical Thinking Using 
Primary Sources in World History to read, 
analyze, and take a stand about a ‘charge’ 

against a person in history.
And that’s not all! Delve more deeply into World History 

with our Charlotte Mason style Living Library! This incredible 
20 book/audio set has been selected for its narrative quality 
and its connections to the World History plans. While this 
set is not meant to fulfill your literature credit, it is meant 
to ignite a passion for learning, giving a window into what 
it would be like to…travel to Egypt with Chebron, dig for 
lost cities with Schliemann, be shipwrecked with Paul and 
Silas, cross the Alps with King Charles, stand up to King 
John with the ‘Army of God,’ live during the reign of the 
Tudors with Lady Grey, search for honor during the French 
Revolution with Chenier, found Egypt’s first orphanage with 
LillianTrasher, live through WWI with the Allied soldiers and 
Edith Cavell, choose between loyalty to country or faith with 
Bonhoeffer, be shot down in enemy territory with U.S. Pilot 
Captain Scott O’Grady, and more!
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Hearts for Him Through High School: World History

See history come alive as you gain a cultural as 
well as historical perspective of life in various time 
periods. Capture the images of the memorable people 
you’ve met by keeping a full-color Book of Centuries with 
Amy Pak’s timeline figures. Chronicle each pause on your 
World History whistle-stop tour in your full-color World 
History Journal. Innovative entries like analysis of multiple 
primary source documents, graphic organizer style notes 
on varying viewpoints, opinion-based responses to 
primary source documents, supported answers to 
critical thinking questions, in-depth interpretation 
of maps, written opinions using excerpts to support 
conclusions, history-related shared talking points, 
and quotations in context grace the pages of this 
beautiful keepsake, while assessments such as key word, 
summary, detailed, topic, typed, and opinion oral and 
multi-paragraph written narrations keep the beloved 
Charlotte Mason flavor of the plans intact. Finish out 
our “Learning Through History” plans with the Spanish 
Homeschool Curriculum Kit, a full color course that 
teaches Spanish through audio CDs of dialogue, and with our 
Fine Arts Package, which includes a 12-part art DVD series by 
Barry Stebbing, biographical stories of artists, our full-color Art 
Gallery Notebook, art-related exercises and activities, and the 
option of a 9 DVD set of art projects taught with a Christian 
focus by master artist Pat Knepley. 

The “Learning the Basics” part of World History teaches 
essential skills that meet academic and spiritual needs. Draw 
closer to the Lord with The Most Important Thing You’ll Ever 
Study: A Survey of the Old Testament, which includes Scripture 
memorization, prayer based on the Biblical model of prayer, a 
prayer journal, and a hymn study using Selah’s Greatest Hymns. 
Partner with your parent in Pilgrim’s Progress using ‘digging 
deeper’ questions, meaningful discussions, and Scripture 
references to lead you on an allegorical quest for heaven that 
is fraught with dangers, temptations, and ultimately… victory 
in Jesus!

Enjoy a balanced language arts approach by reading 
timeless classic novels with our Charlotte Mason inspired 
literature plans. Not to be missed books such as Ben Hur, Julius 
Caesar, The Scarlet Pimpernel, The Count of Monte Cristo, Les 

Miserables, and more, provide a fresh approach to high 
school literature that will have you fondly reminiscing 
about the books you read in World History for years 
to come! Classic novel introductions, readings, 
annotations, oral narrations, written narrations, 

Common Place Book entries, guided Literature Journal 
reflections including literary devices, graphic organizers, 
and novel discussions all provide higher level assessments 
without taking away the joy of reading. Keep the love of 
language arts flowing with Essentials in Writing: Grade 11 
by successfully learning to write expository, persuasive, 
process analysis, compare/contrast, cause/effect essays, 
literary response, and 60 minute college prep essays, 
as well as a research paper with easy to follow video 
lessons. Finally, finish out this balanced English credit 
by using grammar, writing, and English skills with Rod 

and Staff English, and dictation skills with included 
dictation passages.

Earn your science credit with lab in Biology with 12 
PACEs of narrative text, 12 activity books, and an online 

Lab resource that includes performances of all the 25 labs. 
Demonstrate what you’ve learned with multiple choice, true/
false, fill-in-the blank, vocabulary, and short answer questions. 
Earn a ½ credit in Health with Total Health: Choices for a 
Winning Lifestyle, which is written directly to teens from a caring 
Christian perspective that encourages a healthy lifestyle based 
on Scriptural principles. Round out your “Learning the Basics” 
plans by choosing from one of our Geometry math options. 

Finally, World History gives you time to pursue individual 
interests by keeping school to about 7 hours each day, just 4 
days a week! So, you can either use the fifth day of the week 
to explore other interests, or stretch the 4-day plan into 5 
days. Convenient packages of resources make this program 
ideal for homeschooling. Simple daily plans organized in a 
two-page, boxed format let you see at a glance what is done 
each day and show whether plans are “teacher-directed”, 
“semi-independent”, or “independent”. Complete course 
descriptions, grading helps, and a plan for all of your needed 
credits to be covered make homeschooling in high school easy. 
So, why not begin your life changing, transforming journey 
across the world through World History today?
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“We are so thankful for Heart of Dakota!  I can focus 
on teaching my children, knowing the very best books 
and resources are at our fingertips each day.  We loved 
using the World History guide last year, reading amazing 
books, completing fun projects, and connecting with 
our learning in a very unique way.  From traveling 
with Christian in Pilgrim’s Progress, to experiencing 

historical events as if we were actually there, as well 
as interacting with literature through the light of God’s 

Word.  Homeschooling through high school with 
Heart of Dakota has been a real blessing!” 

Lisa in Wisconsin

“I love that my son is so independent with his work 
in the World History guide, and that he is able to move 
throughout his day doing each assignment in the order 

that he chooses, which helps him feel more in control of 
his education. He says his favorite part about this guide 
is the literature study and especially the book choices. 
One of my favorite parts is the Pilgrim’s Progress study, 

which we enjoy saving to do together on Sunday’s after 
church. I was also pleasantly surprised with how easy 

teaching high school Biology and doing Biology labs was 
because of Heart of Dakota’s recommendations! Thank 

you from the bottom of my heart!”
Miranda in Semmes,  Alabama

“We loved using World History because it was a 
wonderful fit for our son, who has Aspergers.  There is 
such an interesting variety of books and activities--he 
never liked art before using the art program included 
in this curriculum, but the lessons were well-taught 

and easy to follow.  He was surprised at how well his 
projects turned out.  The best part, though, is not being 
tied to a computer for everything.  He can read on the 
couch or outside, at the table or in the recliner. And I 
like that he can follow his guide independently while 

still being accountable to the teacher for his progress.”
Lisa in Fort Belvoir, Virginia

“We are a Heart of Dakota family! My 14 year old is currently doing World History.
I have loved the challenging curriculum, the simplicity of the grade book template, and 
the thorough class descriptions. My daughter is enjoying the Fine Arts choice, Spanish,  
and all the wonderful books she gets to read. She was hesitant about Pilgrim’s Progress 
when we first saw the curriculum, but has been pleasantly surprised with how helpful 
the books and audio have been to her understanding. I have peace of mind that Heart 

of Dakota is setting her up for success even in subjects that aren’t her strongest. 
We have been using Heart of Dakota from the beginning and continue to love this 

curriculum.” 
Julia in Shorewood, Minnesota (Homeschooling 5 children, all with HOD) 

“My daughter said, “I like doing Heart of Dakota, It 
makes me feel like I am in a prestigious private school.” 
These programs are deep, rich, and thought provoking. 
They inspire my daughter to dig deeper, work harder, 
and ask tough questions. I don’t know if that equates 
to “a prestigious private school” experience, but I will 

never question the potential that lies between the 
covers of each of these well designed high school guides. 
Thank you, Mrs. Austin, for listening to God’s calling to 
share your gifts with other homeschooling families and 
for your excellent execution of this monumental task.”

Letha in Blackshear, Georgia 

Comments

So, what do homeschoolers
just like you

have to say about World History?
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So, come on over and take a peek
at the World History Teacher’s Guide!

Independent history-based activities occur daily and 
range from interpreting maps to comparing primary 

source documents, from listening to re-enactments of 
historical moments to writing opinions, and from taking 
graphic organizer style notes to answering critical 
thinking questions.

Daily readings from the “Living Library” correspond 
with the history readings, providing a glimpse of life in 

different times and places from the past.  A follow-up 
“Literary Synthesis Sheet” delves into character, setting, 
plot, conflict, theme, tone, and connections/conclusions.

A course in Fine Arts offers Biblical insight into the 
great art and artists of the ages.  Narrative readings, 

reflective notebook entries, short answer questions, 
research and writing projects, Art Gallery Notebook 
paintings, and projects in various mediums are 
scheduled.

A Foreign Language option using the first 
half of the Spanish Homeschool Curriculum Kit is 

scheduled daily. Emphasis is on new vocabulary, 
translation, conversation, Spanish grammar, and 
listening to Spanish speakers.

Three days in each unit emphasize health-
related topics from a Christian perspective using 

Total Health.  Follow up assignments point toward 
Scriptural principles as the moral basis for a healthy 
mental, physical, and social lifestyle.

Bible is scheduled daily utilizing The Most 
Important Thing You’ll Ever Study: Old Testament Survey 

which includes Scripture reading, reflection, study, 
and questions.  Memorization, prayer journal entries, 
and hymns are also scheduled.  An unabridged 
Pilgrim’s Progress study is another scheduled part of 
the Bible credit.

School of Tomorrow’s Biology (with anatomy) 
course is scheduled for this year of science.  

Follow up activity books, optional daily video 
lessons with professional footage of animals and 
plants, and complete labs performed online are 
also scheduled.

Ideally students should be 
ready for Geometry or Algebra 

II or above.  Recommended math 
suggestions are provided in the 
catalog and on our website.

A daily literature study using 
classic novels incorporates 

introductory notes, annotation 
practice, oral and written 
narrations, Common Place Book 
entries, guided Literature Journal 
reflections, plot diagrams, and 
thematic literary discussions with a 
Biblical worldview.

Grammar lessons using the 
last half of Rod and Staff English 

7 alternate with lessons from 
Essentials in Writing.  Research 
paper instruction and expository, 
persuasive, process analysis, 
cause/effect, compare/contrast, 
literary response, and 60-min. 
college prep. essay instruction is 
provided.

A cultural approach to world history is integrated 
with Biblical and church history with readings about 

ancient cultures up through modern cultures.  Follow-up 
assignments include written narrations, Book of Centuries, 
various types of oral narrations, World History Journal 
entries, and shared talking points.
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How to Order World History

Economy Package
History (1 credit),                             

Bible (1 credit)

Spanish
(1/2 credit)

Add-on Items for
Economy Package

Health
(1/2 credit)

Math
(1 credit)

Living Library

English
Literature, Composition, 
Grammar (1 credit total) 

Consumables

Fine Arts
(1 or 1/2 credit)

Science
Biology (1 credit)

Looking to order World History? Simply follow the 10 steps below to build your student’s curriculum. 
Begin with Step 1 to get your Economy Package, which includes core credits and the Teacher’s Guide for 
all subjects. Then, follow the remaining steps to add credits to complete your curriculum. Each numbered 
step is more fully explained in the pages that follow.

The World History guide provides plans for a full year of high school study, allowing your student to earn 
6 ½ – 7 total credits. Units include plans for four days a week, taking 6 ½ – 7 hours a day for students 
to complete all subjects. This guide is ideally suited for students in grade 10, but students in grades 11-12 
may use it by adjusting the 3R’s and science as needed.

Note: If you are just looking for consumables, you can jump to Step 10.

My daughter is almost through with the 2nd 
High School guide. She has fallen in absolute 

LOVE with every single book you have 
chosen for literature. She has these expressive 
conversations with me about them and is so 

excited! I know these selections did not 
happen by chance. Thanks again for all you 

have done and continue to do! 
Shannon in Euharlee, Georgia
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The Economy Package contains 16 
required resources. These resources 

correspond with the World History guide’s plans to help your student earn 
1 full credit in World History and 1 full credit in Bible. The World History 
guide also schedules additional resources to allow your student to earn 
up to 7 total credits for this year of study. Be sure to add any additional 
packages after the Economy Package to customize this program to 
add credits to suit your student’s needs. Each resource of the Economy 
Package is described below, with individual prices listed behind each 
item. Economy Package with Book of Centuries [Note: Use this option if 
you did not do the World Geography guide]. ($553.21 )
Economy Package without Book of Centuries [Note: Only use this option 
if you previously purchased the Book of Centuries for use with the World 
Geography guide]. ($510.44)

One needs only to glance at Chaucer, or even further 
back at Beowulf, to see that English has not always been 
what we call ‘English’. Divided into the major epochs of 
the language - pre-English Britain, Old English, Middle to 
Modern English, and Modern English – this book provides 
a guided tour of forces and events, conquerors and 

writers that have shaped, simplified, matured, and expanded English into 
what it is today. Learning about the history of the English language has 
never been quite so entertaining! ($15.60)

So, now that you can see you’ll be fully prepared to enjoy your teenager’s high school 
year with World History, look below to see what you need to begin!

Economy Package

People, Places, & Events of World History

This guide is sure to be your best friend this high school 
year! It has 35 weeks of ‘open and go’ 4-day plans that are 
each shown on a 2-page spread. World History is written 
with the busy homeschool student in mind, so each week of 
plans takes only 4 days, leaving the 5th day free for students 
to pursue individual interests. Daily plans take about 7 hours. 

This guide is ideally targeted for students in grade 10, but students in grades 
11-12 may use it by adjusting the 3R’s and science as needed. Students who 
have used Heart of Dakota from the youngest age range of our guides, and 
who have completed the World Geography guide in grade 8 as their first year of 
high school, may use the World History guide in grade 9 as their second year of 
high school.  Guides just don’t come as easy-to-use as World History!  ($144.95)

Trek through time from 5000 B.C. to 2011 A.D. and witness 
Biblical history treated as fact. People, events, excerpts from 
primary source documents, and quotations are interwoven as 
part of the fabric of world history, and a cultural perspective 
of life in various time periods is gained, rather than just a 

strictly chronological approach. Delve into 15 components of cultures, and be 
inspired by the writer’s conversational style as you gain a deeper appreciation 
of world history. [6 texts] ($54.00)

1

In Context: The Stories Behind Seventy
Memorable Sayings in Church History

Tour Christian history by way of some of its best-known 
sayings! Seventy stellar sayings make up this volume and relay 
Christian history by telling the stories behind them. From Mary, 
the mother of Jesus, to Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the authors 
comb the centuries to provide well-researched accounts of 
faith inspiring sayings related to famous last words, historic 

utterances, favorite lines of hymns, lasting creeds, declarations of faith, and 
comforting words. ($14.99)

Feel like you are there, experiencing the events of world history 
afresh! See the Fall of Troy, the Battle of Thermopylae, the ruling 
of Charlemagne, the Signing of the Magna Carta, the Storming 

of the Bastille, the Exile and Reign of Napoleon, and even more events from 
1200 B.C. to 1899 A.D.  In the format of the CBS old time radio shows broadcast 
in the height of the ‘Radio Years’, these “Old Time Radio Shows” provide history 
lessons in a historical format that will have you hanging on every word! ($25.00) 
Note: This audio is playable on a computer CD drive, a DVD player, or a compatible CD 
player.  It is not playable on a standard CD player.

Unveiling the Kings of Israel
Unearth the history of Israel that was once lost to time by 
discovering artifacts and archives, reading fascinating historical 
accounts, and studying a Biblical timeline with detailed photos 
and examples.  Follow the intriguing clues buried in ancient 
cities, on the walls of early monuments, and in the written 
records of the oldest civilizations. Uncover compelling history 

to prove the Bible is an amazing historical record supported by archaeological 
discoveries that continually prove its validity and significance today. ($34.99)

Short Lessons in World History,
Fifth Edition

From Ancient Sumer to the high gas prices of 2005, this 
collection of 87 lessons features engaging text, timelines, 
maps, pre-reading questions, quizzes, activities, puzzles, 
and mini-biographies to dramatize critical events and 
places over the last 6,000 years of world history. Newly 

introduced words are bolded and defined for vocabulary building, while 
“critical thinking” boxes help students to stop, think, and apply what 
they’ve learned. The perfect add-on to a traditional world history course, 
this text meshes well with the myriad of other resources used in our World 
History guide. A glossary and an answer key are both included. Note: Either 
reproduce these lessons or purchase one per student. ($27.00)

King Alfred’s English

You Are There! World History Audio Collection

SAVE  $48.11

SAVE  $44.43

Hearts for Him Through High School: 
World History Teacher’s Guide

Trial and Triumph - Stories
from Church History

Courage and Conviction - Chronicles
of the Reformation Church

Christians find their true family line not through tribes 
and ethnic blood, but in the bond of faithfulness and 
shed blood that has united our family for millennia. In this 
collection of 46 chronologically arranged biographies, 
Hannula sketches the stirring trials and triumphs of many 

famous and some lesser known figures in our family of faith. These 
biographies provide a glimpse into the inspiring role that the Christian 
faith played in the lives of people throughout history. Note: This book is a 
tremendous resource for Church history, but due to its mature content, we waited 
to use it until students were older and more mature in their faith. Appreciating the 
sacrifice that Christians have made for their faith, especially when used in conjunction 
with the other resources in the World History guide, helps students gain a fuller 
picture of each person and his/her role in history. ($21.00)

The years 1500 to 1700 were a time of war and upheaval, 
but also a time of promise and hope. Meet the reformers 
who changed the face of the Christian church forever, like 
the German monk, the French scholar, and the Scottish 
tutor who protested corruption in the church. Get to 

know the queens and explorers who risked everything for the freedom 
to worship according to their consciences.  Learn from their mistakes and 
be encouraged by their amazing strengths and gifts! ($14.99)

Use primary and secondary source material to explore the lives 
and times of a variety of notable historical figures. This resource 
takes evaluation of primary source documents to a new level 
by providing historical background information about the 
person and the time period being studied, critical-reading 

questions to guide the reading of the documents, and multiple documents 
about a singular event or person for students to compare. After reading and 
analyzing the provided documents, students must then take a stand about a 
“charge” against the person in history and defend that stance using excerpts 
from the primary source documents to support their stance. This process 
develops critical thinking and opinion-based writing skills, and prepares 
students for document-based assessment. ($26.00) Note: Either reproduce these 
lessons or purchase one per student. 

Critical Thinking Using Primary Sources
in World History
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Most Important Thing You’ll Ever
Study - Old Testament Survey

God chose to reveal Himself to us through His Holy 
written Word, and to see God’s overall message, 
the Bible is to be read like any other book – from 
beginning to end! This non-denominational 
Protestant study leads high school students 
through Old Testament Scripture, guiding them 

in a walk through the Bible from beginning to end to better understand 
the big picture -- and understanding the big picture is truly an area where 
Starr Meade has been gifted by the Lord! Meade guides students to know 
what God is like, what He requires, and how to have a right relationship 
with Him through reading His Word. This daily Bible Study includes 
reading God’s Word, answering questions in the study guide, memorizing 
Scripture, keeping a prayer journal, and completing a hymn study.  
Note: This Bible based study is appropriate for a full year of Bible for high school aged 
students. One set is needed for each student. Package includes a 2 volume Old Testament 
Survey and a separate Answer Key; for an extra student, order an additional Old Testament 
2 volume Survey for ($39.98).  Answer Key ($19.99)

Create a special portfolio as a beautiful keepsake of 
what you learned this year! This full-color notebook 
was specially designed for World History. Pages come 
3-hole punched on heavy paper for easy insertion into 
a binder.  A full-color cover is included to place in a clear 
sleeve in the front of your binder. Entries include multi-

paragraph narrations, graphic organizer-style notes on varying viewpoints 
from You Are There! listening sessions, written opinions, quotations in 
context, analysis of multiple primary source documents about the same 
event, support for conclusions drawn from primary source documents, 
interpretation of maps, and other written responses. Students file their 
maps from Short Lessons in World History in the notebook as well. ($46.95)      
[Each student will need his/her own set of student notebook pages.]     
[Additional sets may be purchased individually from Heart of Dakota.]

Enjoy using our beautiful notebook to keep a record 
of what you have studied throughout high school! 
Vivid full-color pages come 3-hole punched on heavy 
paper for insertion in a 3-ring binder.  A full-color cover 
is included for the front of the binder.  Each Heart of 
Dakota high school guide tells where to place entries 

in the Book of Centuries.  Each century opens to a 2-page spread, with a 
gallery of Amy Pak’s images on the left, and a page of lines to write on 
the right. ($45.95) 
[Each student will need his/her own Book of Centuries, however this is a one-time purchase as 
students keep the same book throughout all of high school.] 
[Note: If you already purchased the Book of Centuries for use with the World Geography Guide, 
then you don’t need to purchase this.]
[Additional sets may be purchased individually from Heart of Dakota.]

We are thrilled that Amy Pak has created a printable CD 
of her beautiful timeline figures to specifically fit our 
World History guide! This CD contains Amy’s hand-drawn 

detailed images, along with her helpful descriptive text under each image, 
to guide students to remember key points about each person or event. 
These timeline figures are scheduled to coordinate with the readings in 
our World History plans and will need to be printed, cut out, colored, and 
placed on gallery pages within our Book of Centuries. ($19.95)

World History Resources

Selah - Greatest Hymns [audio CD]

All-in-One Curriculum for The Pilgrim’s 
Progress

The Cat of Bubastes

World History Journal

World History Timeline Figures

Book of Centuries

As part of their Bible time this year, students will enjoy listening 
to hymns using Selah’s Greatest Hymns CD. Hymn study is a 
wonderful Charlotte Mason inspired part of the school day, 
and taking into account the maturing age of our students, this 

compilation brings hymn study to our students in a way that is sure to speak to 
their hearts. This CD includes 15 hymns with liner notes that give either a little 
background on the hymn or a personal note about it. This CD is widely known, 
highly recommended, and will probably become a favorite of yours. What a 
wonderful way to learn the words of timeless hymns from ages past! ($9.99)

Next to the Bible, Pilgrim’s Progress is the most read book of 
all time. With a distinction like this and its allegorical focus 
on a Christian’s journey through this world toward heaven, 
it is a must-read! Maturity in one’s faith, and experience 
with life’s trials make this study especially meaningful; 
therefore, both parent and child will be partnering in the 

study once weekly. The full, unabridged, illustrated text of Pilgrim’s Progress is 
included in this oversized hardback curriculum.  Provided questions, charts, 
and annotated Scripture references complement each chapter. Character 
analysis and detailed commentary on the figures Pilgrim encounters give 
a deeper comprehension of Bunyan’s message, while unit study extension 
activities help students understand the events that influenced him as 
he wrote. The hardback volume in this package includes an illustrated 
copy of the full-length Pilgrim’s Progress, questions, the answer key, and a 
downloadable link of question pages for extra students. ($39.99)

Travel to Egypt with Chebron (the son of Egyptian high priest Ameres) 
and Amuba (a Rebu slave in Ameres’ household). See how their lives 
are changed when Chebron accidentally kills his sister’s cat, an animal 
sacred to the Egyptians, which is an offense punishable by death. 
Note: Students who listened to the abridged audio of Cat of Bubastes for Creation 
to Christ’s extensions should still read this unabridged edition. ($9.95)

This 20 book/audio set is a “Living 
Library” selected for its narrative 

quality and connections to the world history plans. These books are not 
intended to fulfill your student’s high school literature credit, as students 
are scheduled in the “Literature” portion of the World History guide to read 
separate higher-level literature to fill that need. Instead, the books in this 
package were chosen to make world history come alive as students journey 
through periods and places in time. A daily reading schedule for the books 
is provided in the guide. This set is highly recommended, unless you need 
to economize, however it is not required to earn credit in World History. 
Resources of the Living Library are described below, with individual prices 
listed behind each item. 

            
These add-on items aren’t required for the Economy Package, but bring 
an extra layer to the Pilgrim’s Progress study. The Pilgrim’s Progress Reader 
provides an extra copy of the book without all the activities, charts, and 
questions. The Pilgrim’s Progress Audio Drama provides a fully dramatized 
presentation of the book, featuring over 50 voice actors plus emotion-
touching music and sound effects!
Pilgrim’s Progress Reader ($9.99) Pilgrim’s Progress Audio Drama ($24.99)

Living Library Package

Add-on Items for Economy Package

3

2

Note: The King’s Shadow has several violent scenes so if your 
child is sensitive choose the Son of Charlemagne. In Search of Honor was scheduled in the 
Extension Pack in Revival to Revolution so if your student read it, choose Patriot’s Daughter. 
Living Library with The King’s Shadow & In Search of Honor  ($191.70)
Living Library with Son of Charlemagne & In Search of Honor  ($196.77)
Living Library with The King’s Shadow & Patriot’s Daughter  ($198.47)
Living Library with Son of Charlemagne & Patriot’s Daughter  ($203.53)

SAVE  $33.83
SAVE  $34.72

SAVE  $35.02
SAVE  $35.92

SAMPLE PAGES  p.141

SAMPLE PAGES  p.154
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World History Resources

The Roman army had left Britain, abandoning it to civil war 
and the threat of an invasion. Aquila deserted his regiment to 
stay behind with his family, but his home and all he loves are 
destroyed. Years of hardship and fighting follow, and in the end, 
there is only one thing left – a thirst for revenge. ($10.99)

In A.D. 781, King Charles of the Franks is crossing the Alps with his 
family and court to meet with Pope Hadrian when he tells his son, 
“When we come to Rome I am naming you my heir. One day you 
will rule over all my lands…” But the King already has an heir, was 
he to be dispossessed? ($14.95)

Evyn, a young serf, suffers an attack where his tongue is cut off 
and his father is killed. Orphaned and unable to speak, Evyn 
learns to read and write and becomes a son-like companion to 
the future King of England. Evyn chronicles their journeys, which 
end at the Battle of Hastings. ($8.99)

As the beloved daughter of Lafayette, Anastasia lived a rich, busy life 
in France. As the people’s cheers of admiration for Lafayette changed 
over the years to howls of hate, will the patriotic Lafayettes survive 
the turmoil around them? And will Ann be able to stand firm as a 
Patriot’s Daughter? ($16.95)

Join Paul and Silas in the New Testament era, and find yourself 
shipwrecked in the Mediterranean Sea, fighting for your life in 
the icy blast of an Etesian storm, fording a river in a hailstorm, 
venturing on a journey fraught with danger, and learning that 
freedom in Christ can change the world! ($13.95)

Archaeologist? Mythmaker? Crook? Heinrich Schliemann 
reveals himself to be a mix of all three. From the time he was 
a boy, Heinrich knew he was destined to dig for lost cities, 
and if he had his way, history books would honor him as one 
of the greatest archaeologists. But is this really true? ($7.99)

Cyrus the Persian was a great king, a great warrior, and a big 
part of God’s plan for the Jewish return to Canaan. This story 
is about the life and ascent of Cyrus and the events that 
might have transpired during his life leading to the decree 
that would allow the Israelites to leave Persia. ($10.95)

Set in 1st century Jerusalem, the lives of 2 Jewish teens are 
changed forever by the malicious death of their parents 
at the hands of Roman soldiers. 17 year-old Mala sews for 
Roman aristocrats and sets her hopes on a coming Messiah, 
while her older brother Abdon is filled with anger and joins 
a renegade band committed to acts of treachery. ($8.99)

Spring Tide

The Magna Charta

Luther the Leader

Caught in the Web:  What Was It Like to Live 
As a Christian During the Reign of Tudors?

Johannes Kepler

Stronger Than the Sword

In Search of Honor

Joan of Arc

The Lantern Bearers

Son of Charlemagne

The King’s Shadow
Patriot’s Daughter – the Story of 
Anastasia Lafayette

The Hero Schliemann - The Dreamer 
Who Dug for Troy

Cyrus the Persian

A Sparrow Alone

The Silas Diary

Two friends, Julius and Con, befriend Brychan, a young 
Christian priest, who is later imprisoned. Aided by a Roman 
soldier who has secretly converted to Christianity, they 
set out to rescue Brychan, and though there are grave 
consequences, a ‘spring tide’ of hope arises. ($14.95)

Out of the rich turbulence of English history, June 15, 1215, stands 
apart as a milestone in human liberty. On that day a brave band of 
barons calling themselves the Army of God stood up to wicked King 
John and demanded he restore the ancient laws of England he had 
trampled underfoot.  ($14.95)

Luther stands out among men in history as one who would not 
compromise his conscience. His unbending desire to live for Christ 
and truth brought him into conflict with the princes and leaders of 
the world. The stories of his constant witness will inspire you to be 
faithful to God at any cost. ($8.95)

With spies seeking to betray them, men and women faced 
imprisonment and death for merely owning a Bible. Set against 
a background of16th century historical events, this vivid and 
moving picture of the life of Lady Jane Grey (9-day Queen of 
England) commemorates the faith and endurance of Christians 
during the troubled reign of Mary Tudor.  ($11.99)

Kepler considered his scientific studies as a way of looking into 
God’s magnificent creation. He often became so excited with his 
discoveries that he would write songs of praise to God along with 
recording his findings! Award-winning author Tiner brings Kepler’s 
many accomplishments to life. ($10.99)

A farmer searching for his missing son after a skirmish in the English 
Civil War stumbles across a Royalist soldier lying injured in a ditch. His 
decision to help the man will have surprising repercussions in years 
to come, both for his own family and for the stranger whose life was 
saved. ($12.99)

Jacques Chenier’s peaceful life is shattered as the anarchy and terror 
of the French Revolution begins. In Jacques’ struggle to survive 
and free himself from the bitter memory of his father’s murder, he 
discovers the true meaning of forgiveness that can only come from 
knowing Christ. ($8.99)
This book is also in the Extension Package for Revival to Revolution.

Against the tapestry of France’s history during the Hundred Years’ 
War, a simple 13-year-old village girl leads France to independence 
from English rule. Vivid illustrations imitating medieval 
illuminated manuscripts tell this story of vision and bravery, fierce 
determination, and tragic martyrdom. ($8.99)
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This is a 9 DVD Set of art projects designed to be completed 
at home. The projects on each DVD are narrated, modeled, 
and taught with a Christian emphasis by master artist Pat 
Knepley. Each DVD focuses on a different artist and a different 
type of art project. Each project is divided into 4 separate 
sessions. Each DVD includes art history, art elements, art 
principles, step-by-step tutoring, and integrated Biblical 

truths. The end result is a lovely portfolio of 9 completed projects as part of the 
Fine Arts study. ($99.99)

Art Projects (9 DVD Set)

Adding the Spanish Home-
school Curriculum Kit to the 

Economy Package adds 1-full credit in Spanish over the next two years to your 
student’s program. The first half of this resource is scheduled daily in the World 
History guide, earning your student ½ credit in Spanish. The remaining half of 
this resource will be scheduled in the guide that follows World History, earning 
your student another ½ credit in Spanish in that guide. This full-color, consumable 
Spanish course is designed to build Spanish skills through dialogue. Personalized 
instruction, consistent reviews, and learning the grammar of Spanish encourages 
mastery. The course includes audio CDs of Spanish speakers, a teacher’s guide, 
supplemental activities, outlined objectives, & answer keys. Note: Students need 
previous Spanish exposure (like Getting Started With Spanish) prior to beginning this program. 
Spanish Package (1 Kit includes all needed components)  ($144.00)
Optional: Worktexts for an extra student ($102.00)

This award-winning dramatization shares the story of one man’s 
battle against Nazism, a decadent culture, and a compromising 

church. It captures the moral conflict of a man at odds between loyalty to his country 
and his Christian faith. At what cost will Bonhoeffer stand against Hitler? ($17.99)

In this 12-part art series on DVD, Barry Stebbing journeys 
through the centuries offering biblical insights into the great 
art and artists of the ages. This set features beautiful colors, 
paintings and classical music. It also provides a unique view 
into the great works of art in Western culture. (Set $29.95)

This captivating biographical survey covers art history through 
the life stories and artistic accomplishments of 35 great 
painters and sculptors. Students will appreciate the artists’ 
struggles and successes, along with their greatest works, and 
will gain an understanding of art movements from the Italian 
Renaissance to modern times. ($27.00)

Set in 1914-1915 when it seemed the fighting would never 
end, WWI comes to life. The reader begins to understand the 
struggles of Allied soldiers in Belgium, and the sacrifices people 
made to help them escape. Edith Cavell’s inspiring story is part 
of the larger story in this book as well. ($12.95)

This lively volume features separate chapters on 35 European 
and American masters, showcasing a variety of activities, 
questions, research, and writing exercises concerning the 
artists and their work. The exercises and activities for each artist 

are designed to help your students increase their awareness of the artists and 
help them to draw their own conclusions about what makes the work of artists 
timeless. Note: Either reproduce or purchase one per student. ($33.00)

U.S. Air Force Captain Scott O’Grady was shot down in his 
F-16 over Bosnia while helping to keep the peace. The plane 
exploded, and Captain O’Grady fell 5 miles to the ground below. 
In exciting detail, Captain O’Grady tells how he evaded capture 
and how, with little water and no food, he was able to survive on 
his own in enemy territory. ($6.99)

In the midst of poverty, war, and epidemics, Lillian faced each 
day with a heart of trust. During 50 tumultuous years, the 
Mother of the Nile founded Egypt’s first orphanage and cared 
for thousands of desperate children, with unwavering faith 
that God does indeed look after the orphans. ($11.99)

After the death of John Newton’s religiously devoted mother, he 
joined a slave ship crew to avoid service in the navy. A constant 
irritant to his fellow sailors due to his cursing and rebellious 
ways, Newton’s faith returned when his ship survived a storm. 
Newton repented and became a hymn writer and prominent 
opponent of the slave trade. ($11.00)

World History Resources

Bonhoeffer – The Cost of Freedom Audio 
Drama [3 CD Set]

God and the History of Art [3 Disc Set]

Short Lessons In Art History:

John Newton Audio Drama [2 CD Set]

Lillian Trasher – The Greatest Wonder in Egypt

Between the Sword and the Wall – 
A Novel of WWI

Exercises and Activities for Short Lessons in 
Art History

Basher Five-Two – The True Story of F-16 
Fighter Pilot Captain Scott O’Grady

Adding the Fine Arts Package to the 
Economy Package adds either 1 full credit 

or ½ credit of Fine Arts to your student’s program. To earn 1 full credit, choose 
the package that includes the Art Projects’ DVD Set. To earn ½ credit, choose 
the package without the Art Projects’ DVD Set. The resources listed below are 
scheduled in the World History guide. Preferred Option: Fine Arts Package with Art 
Projects’ DVD Set  ($210.50) 
Fine Arts Package without Art Projects’ DVD Set  ($120.51)

Fine Arts Package 

Foreign Language Option 

4

5

SAVE  $23.39
SAVE  $13.39

This full-color notebook was specially designed to give a Charlotte 
Mason inspired feel to the Fine Arts part of our guide! Pages come 
3-hole punched on heavy paper for easy insertion into a binder. They 
contain at least 1 full-color print for each artist and provide a lovely 
collection of paintings by famous artists throughout history. Students 
will also record “Writing Project” and “Research Project” assignments 

about the artists in the notebook, allowing the notebook to function as a beautiful portfolio 
for fine arts related work. ($33.95) 
[Each student will need his/her own Art Gallery Notebook.] 

Art Gallery Notebook

SAMPLE PAGES  p.154

Adding Total Health to the Economy Package 
adds ½ credit in Health to your student’s 

program. This resource is scheduled 3 times each week in 
the World History guide. This curriculum for high school 
students is designed to provide students with a thorough 
understanding of all important physical, mental and 
social health issues. Written directly to teens from a caring 
Christian perspective, this text presents a moral basis for a 
healthy lifestyle based upon Scriptural principles. At the end 
of each chapter, a review contains terms to define, questions 

to answer based on the text, Biblical application questions, discussion questions 
(to discuss with a parent), and suggested activities. Health Package includes 1 
Student Textbook and 1 Test and Quiz Master Book for ($51.28) SAVE $2.70; Extra 
Student Textbook ($30.99); Extra Test and Quiz Master Book ($22.99)

Health Package6
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Ignite your passion for reading classic literature 
with this timeless collection of 10 full length 

novels and plays! Delve deeply into daily assigned readings with focused 
introductions, guided annotations, oral and written narrations, Common Place 
Book entries, literature journal assignments, graphic organizers, and discussions 
focused on thematic elements based on a Biblical worldview. Selections for this 
Charlotte Mason inspired literature component of the World History guide are 
listed in loose chronological order and described in detail in next three columns.

Join Matthew Stephens as he shares the writing process 
step-by-step in short video lessons that focus on topics such 
as quality sentences, well-developed paragraphs, the writing 
process, essays, and research papers. Types of essays taught 
include expository, persuasive, compare and contrast, cause 

and effect, literary response, and 60 min. college prep. essay.  A research paper 
is the last assignment of the year. The Student Text is clearly laid out, with a 
summary of lesson notes, samples of effective/ineffective writing, and rubrics to 
aid in grading.  Student Book + Online Video Subscription ($87.00)

This is the remarkable saga of a man framed for attempting 
to murder a Roman official, and condemned to death as a 
galley slave. Epic in scope, it recreates Imperial Rome from a 
thrilling sea battle, to the famous chariot race, to the agony 
of Crucifixion. This classic novel, subtitled “A Tale of the 
Christ”, has fascinated readers for generations with its vivid 

depictions of Jesus’ life interwoven with the fictional story of Judah Ben-
Hur, a young Jew who finds his life inexorably changed by the Messiah. 
A thoroughly exhilarating tale of betrayal, revenge and salvation, Wallace 
writes with a freshness and immediacy that brings every action-packed 
scene to life and vividly illuminates the geography, ethnology and 
customs of the ancient world. ($5.99)

This play is a tragedy based on Plutarch’s account of 
the lives of Brutus, Julius Caesar, and Mark Antony. Evil 
plotting, ringing oratory, high tragedy, and Shakespeare’s 
incomparable insight, lend dramatic power to this play. 
No Fear Shakespeare gives you the complete text of Julius 
Caesar on the left-hand page, side-by-side with an easy-

tounderstand translation on the right. Included is the complete text of the 
original play, a line-by-line translation in everyday language, a complete 
list of characters with descriptions, and plenty of helpful commentary. 
Note: Since plays are best heard performed and watched, this play is scheduled in 
Heart of Dakota’s World History guide to be read along with an unabridged dramatic 
audio production of “Julius Caesar.” ($6.99)

Julius Caesar has become the most powerful man in Rome.
Does his power now threaten the very existence of the 
Republic itself? A conspiracy is hatched, one that will have 
fatal consequences not only for Caesar and the conspirators, 

but for the future history of the ancient world. At its heart is
the noble Brutus, caught in a tragic conflict between private affection 
and public duty. This is a fully dramatized, unabridged recording 
of Shakespeare’s play. Students will follow along with the text of 
Shakespeare’s unabridged play as they listen to the recording. ($19.95)

Originally written in 1903, this classic adventure from Sir H. 
Rider Haggard tells the story of Miriam, a young Christian 
woman living in the Roman Empire during the first century, 
and Marcus, the Roman officer who desired to win her 
hand. Miriam’s faith is continually strengthened by the Lord 
as she faces hardships and fiery trials. The historic events 

portrayed in this story culminate in the Roman siege and destruction of 
Jerusalem and its Temple in 70 AD. Stirring events, captivating characters, 
and careful attention to historical detail are seamlessly blended to 
produce this truly uplifting novel that continues to be a wonderful story 
of faith for readers today. ($16.95)

Focus on the Family Radio Theatre’s production of Ben-Hur
tells the tale of a nobleman who fell from Roman favor and 

was sentenced to live as a slave - all at the hands of his childhood friend, 
Messala. Once nearly brothers, any hope of reconciliation is dashed after 
Messala is seriously injured during a vicious chariot race won by the vindictive 
Ben-Hur. But what makes this adaptation of Lew Wallace’s best-selling story 
unforgettable is the changed man Ben-Hur becomes after seeing Christ 
on the cross. Recorded in London with film-style sound, this action-packed 
production underscores the fact that the power of God’s love and true 
forgiveness are the only forces stronger than hatred and revenge. ($6.99)

Essentials in Writing – Grade 11

Ben Hur

No Fear Shakespeare: Julius Caesar

Julius Caesar: Arkangel Shakespeare BBC
Audiobooks

Pearl Maiden

Ben Hur Audio Drama
by Focus on the Family (2 CD-Set)

Ben Hur (Book $5.99; Audio $14.97)
Julius Caesar (Book $6.99; Audio $19.95)
Pearl Maiden ($16.95)
King Arthur and His Knights ($6.95)
A Man for All Seasons ($15.00)

The Scarlet Pimpernel ($6.95)
The Count of Monte Cristo ($8.99)
Les Miserables (Book $7.99; Audio $19.99)
Animal Farm ($16.00)
The Celestial Railroad ($3.25)

(Note: Specific versions of the books are required for use with plans.) 

World History Resources

High school credit in English is earned 
through a combination of literature, 

composition, and grammar. In the World History guide, the daily literature 
portion uses a set of full-length novels/plays. The composition portion 
uses Essentials in Writing: Grade 11 twice weekly. The grammar portion 
uses the last half of Rod and Staff: English 7 twice weekly (alternating 
with composition). Together these resources add 1 full English credit to 
your 10th-12th grade student’s program.  Either order a complete English 
package including literature, composition, and grammar; or customize by 
ordering a smaller package or individual items. Note: You don’t need Rod and 
Staff English 7 if you already purchased it to use with World Geography. Likewise, you 
don’t need the audios for “Ben Hur” and “Les Miserables” if you already purchased them 
to use with the Extension Packages in Creation to Christ & Revival to Revolution.
Complete English Packages:
Lit Set (with audios) + Essentials in Writing (with pre-printed Student Book) + 
English 7 Set:   $249.07
Lit Set (without Ben Hur & Les Miserables audios) + Essentials in Writing (with pre-
printed Student Book) + English 7 Set:  $219.35
Literature and Composition Only Packages:
Lit Set (with audios) + Essentials in Writing (with pre-printed Student Book):        
$201.25
Lit Set (without Ben Hur & Les Miserables audios) + Essentials in Writing (with pre-
printed Student Book):   $171.54
Literature Only Packages:
Lit Set (with audios):   $127.30
Lit Set (without Ben Hur & Les Miserables audios):   $97.59

English Package7

SAVE  $30.27

SAVE  $17.22

SAVE  $43.95

SAVE  $35.52

SAVE  $22.47

SAVE  $38.71

See page 126 of the catalog for a description of English 7.  In the 
World History guide, Essentials in Writing: Grade 11 alternates 
with R & S English 7 so that students will do Essentials in 
Writing twice weekly and English 7 twice weekly. (Teacher’s 

Manual $32.30; Student Text $23.95)

R & S English Building Securely – English 7

Literature Set 
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King Arthur, his Knights of the Round Table, and the court of 
Camelot come to life in this lively and chivalrous retelling of 
the Arthurian legends. The book chronicles the adventures 
of Arthur as he draws the sword Excalibur from the anvil, 
courts and wins the heart of Guinevere, suffers the treachery 
of the wicked Morgana le Fay, and witnesses the tragic fate 
of Merlin. In Pyle’s classic retelling, the legends come alive 

in unsurpassed vividness.  Note: These stories do contain references to magic, 
but good and evil are also clearly portrayed. The legends of Arthur are a part of 
understanding medieval times and show Britain at a time when the Christian religion 
was overtaking the religion of the Celtic Druids. Known for his bravery, honor, and love, 
this rendition illustrates the selflessness a king should have for his people. ($6.95)

Sir Thomas More – the gifted nobleman, lawyer, humanist, 
and author of such works as Utopia – was a long-time friend 
of Henry VIII, ascending to the position of Lord Chancellor in 
1529. Yet, he was also a staunch Catholic, and when Henry 
broke with the Church after the Pope refused to grant him 
a divorce, More resigned. In 1534, Parliament passed a bill 

requiring all subjects to take an oath acknowledging the supremacy 
of England’s king over all foreign sovereigns – including the Pope. More 
refused, was imprisoned, and was executed. Bolt’s play is a brilliant 
dramatization of this conflict, but first and foremost, it is a compelling 
portrait of a courageous man who died for his convictions. ($15.00)

An irresistible blend of romance, intrigue, and suspense, 
this timeless historical adventure recalls the Reign of Terror 
following the French Revolution, when ruthless mobs ruled 
the streets of Paris and hundreds of royals faced the guillotine 
each day. The only hope of many was a courageous leader 
who spirited aristocrats across the Channel to England and 

safety. Known by the name of the wildflower he leaves as a calling card, the 
Pimpernel becomes the darling of the people and is particularly admired 
by Marguerite Blakeney, who scorns her foppish husband as ardently as she 
esteems this gallant hero. ($6.95)

Set in the turbulent Napoleonic era, Alexandre Dumas’s 
thrilling adventure story is one of the most widely read 
novels of all time. In it the dashing young hero, Edmond 
Dantès, is betrayed and thrown into a secret dungeon in 
the Chateau d’If – doomed to spend his life in a prison 
cell. The story of his long, intolerable years in captivity, 

his miraculous escape, and his carefully wrought revenge creates a 
dramatic tale of intrigue, and paints a vision of France – a dazzling, 
dueling, exuberant France – that has become immortal. Dumas presents 
a powerful conflict between good and evil embodied in an epic saga 
complicated by the hero’s ultimate discomfort with the implications of 
his own actions. Note: We prefer not to use abridged versions of classic literature, 
but the length of this novel is daunting. This particular abridgement is the only one 
we recommend and schedule. It keeps the narrative, retains rich descriptions, and 
allows for a few mature elements to be omitted. ($8.99)

Meet one of the most famous characters in literature: 
Jean Valjean, the noble peasant imprisoned for stealing 
a loaf of bread. Ranked among the greatest novels of all 
time, LesMisérables dives into the Parisian underworld, 
immerses readers in a battle between good and evil, and 
carries them to the uprising of 1832 with a breathtaking 

realism unsurpassed in modern prose. Themes of mercy and redemption, 
crime and punishment, the relentless persecution of Valjean by Javert, 
the desperation of Fantine, and the amorality of the rogue Thénardier 
capture the intellect and provoke strong emotions throughout this 
classic. Note: We prefer not to use abridged versions of classic literature, but the 
length of this novel is daunting. This particular abridgement is the only one we 
recommend and schedule. ($7.99)

George Orwell’s classic satire of the Russian Revolution is an 
intimate part of our contemporary culture. It is the account 
of a bold struggle, initiated by the animals, that transforms 
Mr. Jones’s Manor Farm into Animal Farm – a wholly 
democratic society built on the credo that “All Animals Are 
Created Equal.” Out of their cleverness, the pigs Napoleon, 

Squealer, and Snowball emerge as leaders of the new community in a 
subtle evolution that proves disastrous. The climax is the brutal betrayal 
of the faithful horse Boxer, when totalitarian rule is reestablished with the 
bloodstained postscript to the founding slogan: “But some Animals Are 
More Equal Than Others ...” ($16.00)

Nathaniel Hawthorne looked at the Christianity of the 
mid-1800s and found it wanting. In response he wrote 
this inspirational allegory, using Pilgrim’s Progress as its 
foundation. The Celestial Railroad begins with a determined 
man setting out for the Celestial City, just the same as 
Christian of old did. However, Hawthorne’s pilgrim takes 

the “new and improved” route, traveling on the Celestial Railroad. The 
author’s insights into modern Christianity will challenge you to diligently 
walk the true pilgrim way, and equip you to notice age-old pitfalls that 
may be disguised in new ways. ($3.25)

Called the most important novel of the 19th century, 
LesMiserables is a tale of war and revolution, a touching 

love story, and a tale with some of the most memorable characters in 
any work of fiction. Most of all, it’s a story about a desperate thief whose 
life is changed when a kind bishop, catching him in the act of stealing 
precious silver, forgives him. Accustomed to living only for himself, Jean 
Valjean becomes a kindhearted man who helps a dying woman, cares for 
her child as if she were his own…and puts his life on the line to help an 
innocent stranger. This fully-dramatized retelling by Focus on the Family 
beautifully portrays the enduring tale of an embittered convict whose 
life is changed by a single act of kindness. ($19.99)

The Story of King Arthur and His Knights

A Man for All Seasons: A Play in Two Acts

The Scarlet Pimpernel

The Count of Monte Cristo

LesMisérables

Animal Farm

The Celestial Railroad

LesMisérables Audio Drama
by Focus on the Family [3 CD-Set]

World History Resources

Science Package8 Adding the Science Package to your 
Economy Package adds one-full credit 

of science [with lab] to your program. The focus of this year of science is 
Biology. This package is required unless you have your own science. The 
Science Package includes 12 chapters of text [PACEs], with included activities, 
printed answer keys, and free online Labs (including performances of all labs). 
The free online labs can be found at https://www.aceconnect.com/videos.
Complete Science Package: Text/Activity 12 PACE Set + Answer Keys + 
Free Online Labs: ($56.00)
Individual Items: Text/Activity PACE Set - ($42.00) [for an extra student]
PACE Answer Keys - ($14.00)
Note: The labs can simply be watched as a part of the coursework; however, if you desire your 
student to work along with some of the labs you can choose to have your student do that using 
the “Apologia Biology Dissection Kit” from www.homesciencetools.com. If you desire your 
student to gain physical experience with a microscope, you could consider adding either the 
“Apologia Biology Microscope Kit” or the “Microscope Starter Kit” www.homesciencetools.com.
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Online Math Option:

MathHelp Geometry

MathHelp Geometry (purchase at www.mathhelp.com) 
works well for those who desire a solid, video-based Geometry program. 
It includes clear, systematic video instruction, fully-worked video 
solutions for assigned problems, and an online gradebook that keeps 
track of grades.

World History Resources

For math, customize with one 
of the recommended math 

options for Geometry below, or use your own math curriculum to add 
one full math credit to your program. Recommended options include a 
choice of Power Basics Geometry, Math-U-See Geometry, Understanding 
Geometry, or MathHelp Geometry. These options offer four different 
paths to Geometry coverage.

Recommended Math9

Streamlined Math Option:

Traditional Math Option:

Power Basics Geometry

Math-U-See Geometry

This program works well 
for students who have 
struggled with math in 
the past and are likely to 
find Geometry a challenge. 
It provides a concise 
approach to Geometry, 

without the often overwhelming length and complexity of traditional 
textbooks. A daily schedule is included with purchase. Power Basics 
Geometry Package includes Teacher’s Guide, Student Resource, Student 
Workbook, Answer Key, and Test Pack ($79.05) SAVE $13.95

The Math-U-See Geometry Universal Set is a 
complete, award-winning program that includes 
an instruction manual with full solutions, a student 
workbook, a test booklet, and an instruction DVD 
with access to an online version. ($112.00)

           How To Order World History:                        

1.  Order the Economy Package with or without the Book of
 Centuries.

2.  If desired, order any Add-on Items for the Economy Package.

3.  Choose which Living Library option to order.   

4.  Choose whether to order the Fine Arts Package, with or
 without the Art Projects’ DVD Set.

5.  Choose whether to order the Spanish Foreign Language
 option.

6.  Choose whether to order the Health Package option.

7.  Either order a complete English package (which includes
 literature, composition, and grammar), or customize by
 ordering a smaller package or individual items. 

 A.  Complete English Packages:

	 	 	 •	 Option 1: Lit. Set (with audios), Essentials in   
    Writing, English 7 Set

	 	 	 •	 Option 2: Lit. Set (without Ben Hur/   
    LesMisérables audios), Essentials in Writing,   
    English 7 Set

 B.  Literature and Composition Only Packages:

	 	 	 •	 Option 1: Lit. Set (with audios), Essentials in   
    Writing

	 	 	 •	 Option 2: Lit. Set (without Ben Hur/   
    LesMisérables audios), Essentials in Writing

 C.  Literature Only Packages:

	 	 	 •	 Option 1: Lit. Set (with audios)

	 	 	 •	 Option 2: Lit. Set (without Ben Hur/   
    LesMisérables audios) 

8.  Order the Complete Science Package.

9.  Choose a math program from the following options:

	 •		 Power Basics Geometry

	 •	 Math-U-See	Geometry

	 •	 Understanding	Geometry

	 •	 MathHelp	Geometry

	 •	 Your own math program

10.  If you have more than one student, order additional copies
 of items that are consumable.

Need some help deciding what to order?
Check out our step-by-step directions in the box below!

If you have more than one student using this 
curriculum, you will want to order additional 

copies of items that are consumable (one-per-student). In our website’s 
online store, we list all the consumable items for each guide, as well as 
the package where each item is included. In this way, you can decide 
which consumables to order based on the packages you chose to 
purchase.  See www.heartofdakota.com for consumables.

Consumables10

If you would like to know more about any of these resources, you can visit 
our online store at heartofdakota.com for more in-depth descriptions.

Critical Thinking Math Option:

Understanding Geometry

This program works well for seventh through ninth grade 
students who want a visual, critical thinking focused 
Geometry course. Although it doesn’t go as far in depth as 
other high school courses, it does have sufficient coverage 

for high-school credit. An answer key is included in the back of the 
book. ($39.99)
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See p. 148

See p. 148
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Come and take a peek inside our beautiful Student Notebook pages
for World History!

• Sample Pages • • World History Journal •

• Art Gallery Notebook • • Sample Pages •

• Sample Pages •• World History Journal •
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